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Elcomsoft Blackberry Backup Explorer 10.02.13 Keygen

Output: I want to print only those lines that contains the word
"KeyGEN" or "crack" but it is not printing anything. A: Easiest way

to do it is to pipe the output of locate into grep: locate -i
'.*keygen.*' | grep -F "^.*:.*Elcomsoft Blackberry Backup Explorer
v.10.02.13..*$" This assumes you have a working locate. You can
also use an alternative tool like find or find. But that can be more
complicate. Another way is to do a global search in all the files in

the output of locate, but it would also get the filenames: find.
-type f -print0 | xargs -0 grep -w 'keygen|crack' The same thing,

but in a single command: find. -type f -print0 | grep -w
'keygen|crack' If you want to get only the filenames with the

results, then use -printf=%f instead of -print0. Note that -print0
doesn't handle name collisions correctly. That is, if you have two

files named "file1" and "file2". The first will be considered in
match, whereas the second will be ignored. You can check for this

by using -l. If you want to be more specific about the strings
you're searching for: find. -type f -print0 | grep -wE 'keygen|crack|
(10.*|4.0|9|10|10.1|10.2|10.2.13|10.02.13|10.02.14|10.02.15|10.0
3.1|10.3.0|10.4|11.0|11.4|11.5.1|12.0|13|13.0|13.0.1|13.0.2|14.0|
14.0.1|15.0|16.0|16.0.1|17.0|17.0.1|17.1|18.0|19.0|19.0.1|19.1|19

.1.1|19.1.2|19.2.0|19.2.1|19.3.0| c6a93da74d
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